Some minor erosion and cracks are apparent in the cornice/architrave.

Window sill slightly rotten.

Some movement in door/window frames etc.

Evidence of previous repair/repointing.

No major cracks or problems.

Historical crack in stone pier.

Stone at top of door is slightly distorted.

Some minor erosion and cracks are apparent in the cornice/architrave.

Arrow crack at junction of stone wall and wall of building.
Some minor erosion and cracks are apparent in the cornice/atriarchave.

Window sills slightly rotten.

Some movement in door/window frames etc.

Historical crack in stone pier.

Some minor cracks and signs of previous historical and recent repairs and repointing work. No major problems.

Stone at top of door is slightly distorted.

Some minor cracks and signs of previous historical and recent repairs and repointing work. No major problems.
No r t h  E l e v a t i o n

Signs of previous historical and more recent repair work and repointing.

Some cracks and dampness, as well as holes and loose stones in the courtyard walls. Some weeds, shrubs and bushes have grown over and off the walls.

Approx. wall height

Some minor cracks and loose stones. Holes where pipes have been removed.

Clear signs of previous historical & more recent repair works and repointing. Generally in good condition.
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M.C. Minor Crack / Cavity

S.C. Significant Crack
Datum Line 70.00m
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Key
M C Minor Crack / Cavity
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Extension added after construction of main building.

Some signs of previous historical & more recent repairs / repointing. No major cracks or problems.
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Chimney Brick

Some signs of previous historical & more recent repairs/repointing. No major cracks or problems.

Some signs of previous historical & more recent repairs/repointing. No major cracks or problems.

Key

M.C. Minor Crack / Cavity
S.C. Significant Crack
Signs of erosion and previous historical & more recent repair work/ repointing. Some hairline cracks, otherwise ok.